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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 15 Oct 2013 13:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07512132927

The Premises:

Super upmarket flat with dedicated parking space in a shared entry block, so pretty ideal for the
purpose. A very nice boudoir awaits you within, although I wouldn't have minded a go with her on
the smart red leather furniture. Those coming as I did from the M1 should allow plenty of time to
cross Crewe.

The Lady:

Classic buxom blonde; she claims I recall to be mid forties, exactly matching the photos that appear
in her blog. Very pretty and very sexy, greeted me with a kiss that got quite steamy; a very friendly
bubbly lady. Lovers of stick insects should look away but Lilly is pretty well toned indeed. I am sure
she could outlast more active men than me!

The Story:

There are excellent reports of Lilly around so I decided to sample her delights on the off-chance one
day and after a short exchange of texts and mails the appointment was fixed and I was greeted by
Lilly in a short low cut black number that showed a lot of boobage, net stockings with the tops
visible below the dress, and high heels. Looking very sexy and up for it. After a quick chat I was
feeling clean enough to decline a shower so we adjourned to said boudoir where we engaged in a
prolonged groping and french kissing session during which Lilly eased her boobs out for me to suck,
then lost her dress to reveal a nice basque and wet look panties set. She sat me on a small chair
with a mirror beside it, and eased out my cock for some sucking and breast action, including deep
throat, right to the nuts, lovely. I put her on the bed for an extensive licking first through the knickers
then without, then we were on the bed for more prolonged kissing, oral and eventually the rubber
was applied for as they say, sex in various positions. Lilly is an enthusiastic and active partner,
moving me back to the chair where she bounced up and down until she developed a very flushed
and satisfied look. She complemented me on my stamina but in truth she was doing most of the
work; when I couldn't hold out any longer I gave her my cock to suck, and when i was ready to
unload i opened her mouth and wanked it all in, at least most of it went in and was promptly
swallowed. She enjoyed seeing the rest over her face and chin, and I followed it up with a spunky
kiss.

A nice chat followed then round two started with more passionate french kissing while stroking me
to get me going again, oral and then a good grind mainly with Lilly on top of me until I finally blew
my load with Lilly bouncing on top and thrusting hard against me. Again that flushed, satisfied look
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appeared.

Time was up so i took a shower and we chatted over a cuppa, no pressure to leave. A nice way to
wind down.

Lilly is one very sexy lady who clearly enjoys what she does and while its inappropriate to ask a
lady how many times she came I'm sure it was more than I managed. She is a wonderful
passionate french kisser and it would be no exaggerration to say we spent 20 minutes of the two
hours just on that, and it may have been more. A perfect randy girlfriend experience.
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